This article is concerned with the separate convergence of the sequences of numerators {An(z)} and denominators {Bn(z)} of the approximants An(z)/(Bn(z) of the general T-fraction
with nXfi approximant An(z)/Bn(z), is said to converge separately for z e A if there exists a sequence {Tn(z)\ such that {An(z)/Tn(z)} and {Bn(z)/Tn(z)} both converge for z e A. The concept of separate convergence has attracted a certain amount of attention recently (see [1, 2, 4, 5] ).
Here we present an approach suggested by the article of Schwartz [3] in which results on separate convergence (the term was not used) for regular C-fractions and J-fractions were obtained. In this paper we shall derive results on general T-fractions. Since the orthogonal L-polynomials arising from strong moment problems can be realized as denominators of continued fractions equivalent to general T-fractions for all solutions of the strong Stieltjes moment problem and for many solutions of the strong Hamburger problem the relevance of our results for an analysis of the asymptotic behavior of such sequences is clear.
A SERIES OF BASIC LEMMAS
Let Rn = Rn(dx, ... , dn; gx, ... , gn) be a polynomial in the indicated variables with nonnegative coefficients. Define R" := Ä"(K,|, ... , \dn\;\gx\,..., \g\). We can now prove the first of our series of lemmas. converge uniformly on compact subsets of A, then {Wn(z)} converges uniformly on compact subsets of A to W(z).
The proof is analogous to that of Lemma 2.2.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. Let «0 be such that -log\dn\ > 0 for n > n0. Then a possible choice for {pn} is pn := 1, 1 < « < nQ ; pn := an integer greater than -n/log \dn\, n > n0.
One easily verifies that for this choice ¡¿/^ l^" < €,~'1, n > n0 , so that (2.9) holds. Proof. Set Wnirk=l(l-dk) =: W* , then wxn=(\ + (-d2n))wxn_x + gn(\-dn)(\-dn_x)w-;_2.
Applications to general T-fractions
By a general T-fraction we mean a continued fraction of the form 
71=1
It follows that B(z) (and by an analogous argument A(z)) is at most of order one. The inequality (3.2), if it is applied to a tail of (3.1) also allows one to conclude that if B(z) is of order one, then it is of minimal type. That B(0) = 1 follows from the fact that Bn(0) = 1, n > 0. Similarly one proves ,4(0) = 0 and A'(0) = Fx . Note that in order to apply the result of §2 to {An} one needs to change the initial conditions in (2.3) but this makes no essential difference in the results. Remark. Possibly the most important application of this theorem is that it provides an asymptotic expression for An(z) and Bn(z), not just an upper bound as in (2.4) .
If the Gn -► oo the following result may be useful. The proof proceeds by now well established arguments. We conclude the article with an application of Lemma 2.5. converge to entire functions of order at most one, which are not identically equal to zero.
